EVERYTHING LEADS TO YOU

by Nina LaCour

A wunderkind young set designer, Emi has already started to find her way in the competitive Hollywood film world. Emi is a film buff and a true romantic, but her real-life relationships are a mess. But then a mysterious letter from a silver screen legend leads Emi to Ava. She is unlike anyone Emi has ever met. And Ava is about to expand her understanding of family, acceptance, and true romance.

I WISH YOU ALL THE BEST

by Mason Deaver

When Ben De Backer comes out to their parents as non-binary, they’re thrown out of their house and forced to move in with their estranged older sister, Hannah. Struggling with an anxiety disorder compounded by their parents’ rejection, Ben tries to keep a low profile in a new school. But their plans are thwarted when Nathan Allan, a funny and charismatic student, decides to take Ben under his wing. As Ben and Nathan’s friendship grows, their feelings for each other begin to change, and it looks like there might just be a chance to start a happier new life.

AUTOBOYOGRAPHY

by Christina Lauren

Three years ago, Tanner Scott’s family relocated from California to Utah, a move that nudged the bisexual teen temporarily back into the closet. On a dare, he takes Provo High’s prestigious Seminar—where honor roll students diligently toil to draft a book in a semester. There he meets Sebastian Brother, the Mormon prodigy who sold his own Seminar novel the year before and who now mentors the class. And Tanner falls completely in love with him.

THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST

by Emily Danforth

After getting caught with another girl in the back seat of a car, Cameron Post is sent to a gay conversion therapy center. Run by the strict and severe Dr. Lydia Marsh and her brother, Reverend Rick, the center is built upon repenting for same sex attraction. In the face of intolerance and denial, Cameron meets a group of fellow sinners, and together, they form an unlikely family as they fight to survive.

FELIX EVER AFTER

by Kacen Callender

Felix Love has never been in love. Even though he is proud of his identity, Felix secretly fears that he’s one marginalization too many—Black, queer, and transgender—to ever get his own happily-ever-after. When an anonymous student begins sending him transphobic messages, Felix comes up with a plan for revenge. What he didn’t count on: his catfish scenario landing him in a quasi-love triangle.

OPENLY STRAIGHT

by Bill Konigsberg

Rafe is a normal teenager. He plays soccer. He likes to write. And, oh yeah, he’s gay. He’s been out since 8th grade, but all Rafe really wants is to just be a regular guy. Not that GAY guy. To have it be a part of who he is, but not the headline, every single time. So when he transfers to an all-boys’ boarding school in New England, he decides to keep his sexuality a secret. It’s there that he falls in love with Ben, who doesn’t even know that love is possible.

YOU SHOULD SEE ME IN A CROWN

by Leah Johnson

Liz Lighty has always felt like an outsider in her small, rich, prom-obsessed midwestern town. She has a plan that will get her out of Campbell, Indiana, forever. But when the financial aid she was counting on falls through, she’s desperate enough to do anything—even run for prom queen. The only problem is the smart, funny, new girl in town. Mack, is also in the running. Will falling for the competition keep Liz from her dreams, or make them come true?